Searching plexDIA data with
DIA-NN
Please see https://github.com/vdemichev/DiaNN
for more information about DIA-NN
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1. Download and install DIA-NN v1.8.1 beta7
DIA-NN v1.8.1 beta7 is available for download on the plexDIA website. A
link to the download can be found in the “Download data” section with
the hyperlinked “DIA-NN”.
https://plexdia.slavovlab.net

Or, a direct link is here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1p538GxhbZ7CllodVKVc0zFjR
m_OmoQo1

2. Download plexDIA data
Data can be found on MassIVE (MSV000088302)
1.
2.
3.
4.

FASTA
Raw files
Spectral libraries (optional; will show how to generate these from FASTA next)
.pipeline files (this makes it easier to set up searches)

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
MSV000088302

Open “LibGen.pipeline”
from the plexDIA paper

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
MSV000088302
2. Change the input and output
files paths

Change the file paths:
● FASTA input
● main file outputs
● spectral library output

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
MSV000088302
2. Change the input and output
files paths
3. Check the commands

These commands will add the
delta0 mTRAQ mass to Nterminal peptides and lysine
residues. Downstream, we
will use this mass tag to add
masses for the other mTRAQ
tags as channels for the
search.
The --min-fr 16 is optional. It
will predict 16 fragments for
each precursor.

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
MSV000088302
2. Change the input and output
files paths
3. Check the commands
4. Click run to run the current
setup, or click execute to run
the entire pipeline.

“Execute” will run all four
of these separate setups
OR
“Run” will run only the
current setup

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
MSV000088302
2. Change the input and output
files paths
3. Check the commands
4. Click run to run the current
setup, or click execute to run
the entire pipeline.

When the library
generation is finished
running, you should find
a .predicted.speclib file in
the “Output library” path
→ This is the predicted
spectral library that can
be used for future
searches.

3. In-silico spectral library generation
In DIA-NN, it is possible to save
search settings as a pipeline to
make reproducibility easier.
Before, we search the raw data, we
can generate the spectral libraries
from the human, yeast, ecoli FASTA
we provide at MSV000088302.

1. Open\load “LibGen.pipeline”
which is available at
2. Change the input and output
files paths
3. Check the commands
4. Click run to run the current
setup, or click execute to run
the entire pipeline.

Note:
The predicted.speclib file can be converted to .tsv by
loading the predicted spectral library, deleting any
existing commands, and unchecking the two boxes in
the “Precursor Generation” tab, then clicking “Run”.

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”
1. Select an appropriate
search-setup from the pipeline

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”
1. Select an appropriate
search-setup from the pipeline
1. Change the file paths
Change the file paths:
● raw data input
● spectral library input
● FASTA input
● Search results output

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”
1. Select an appropriate
search-setup from the pipeline
1. Change the file paths
1. Modify the commands and
settings (optional)

For general plexDIA experiments, it
may be worthwhile to set scan
window to 0 (automatic). However, for
long duty cycles, a small scan window
may be beneficial.
“--channels ...” specifies the added
mass for each channel from the fixedmod mTRAQ (Δ0, Δ4, Δ8)
“--ms1-isotope-quant” integrates MS1
signal at M+1
“--ms1-subtract 2” subtracts isotopic
envelope carryover between mTRAQ
channels

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”
1. Select an appropriate
search-setup from the pipeline
1. Change the file paths

Note:

1. Modify the commands and
settings (optional)

The boxes in “Precursor ion
generation” are unchecked because
we’ve already generated the library.
If we did not have the spectral library
pre-made, we could check these two
boxes and then it would predict the
spectral library and subsequently use
it to search these runs.

4. Search raw plexDIA data

1. Open\load “Searches.pipeline”
1. Select an appropriate
search-setup from the pipeline
1. Change the file paths
1. Modify the commands and
settings (optional)
1. Click run to run the current
setup, or click execute to run
the entire pipeline.

“Execute” will run every
step/setup in pipeline
OR
“Run” will run only the
current setup

5. DIA-NN search outputs
●

When the runs finish searching,
the output folder should hold
most of the following data

●

The main .tsv file will have all
the required information for
analysis.

●

For more information about the
column outputs, please refer to:
https://github.com/vdemichev/DiaNN#
main-output-reference
Note: “First-pass” refers to runspecific results (before MBR).
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